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Ł�ᯩ݅�Ⲵ۵�॒᮹�ᯕᮁෝ�ԕ״ᦹ݅ܩ��ᵝaa�ၹ॒⦽�ᯕ⬥ಽ

۵�ᯕ᪡�zᮡ�ᄡᮥ�əอ࣡݅ܩ��ⲳḡɩᮡ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᯕ�ᔢ

ܩࠥ�ᔢᖙෝ�ᮁḡ⦹ḡ۵�༜⧁�äᯕ݅Ⲵ۵�ᄡࠥ�ᯩ⦹

݅��օ�ๅᬑ�ᨕಅᬙ�â݅ܩ��əäॅᯕ�ᩑᵡᯕ�ᱽ⧕᪉�ᄡ᯦

��݅ܩ��ᨙᱽӹ�ɩญ�ᯙᔢᮥ�⦹ʑ�ᨕಅᬕ�Ǎᝅᯕ�ᯩ۵�ä᯦݅ܩ

ə౨݅໕�ḥḽ�ᯕᮁ۵�ྕᨨᯝʭ �ᩑᵡᯕ�ɩญෝ�ᯙᔢ⦹ḡ�

ᦫ۵�ᝅᱽ�ᯕᮁ۵ࢱ��aḡa�ᯩ݅Ł�ᅦ݅ܩ��ℌṙ�ᝅᨦශᮥ�ԏ

⇵ʑ�᭥⧕ᕽ᯦݅ܩ��ᩑᵡ᮹�ᯱℕ�ᱥᨱ�໕�⩥ᰍ���ᯙ�ᝅ

ᨦශᯕ�����֥ᨱ۵�����ಽ�⦹⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ������໕�ᩑᵡᯕ�

ᵝᰆ⧕�᪉�ḡᗮa܆⦽�↽ᱡ�ᝅᨦශᅕ݅�ԏ݅ܩ��ᩑᵡᮡ�ᰆʑ�

ᝅᨦශᮥ�����ಽ�⇵ᱶ⧊݅ܩ��ə్အಽ�Łᬊᮥ�᳑ɩ��ҭᨕ

ญŁ�Ğᱽ⪽࠺ₙaᮉᮥ׳�ᯕʑ�᭥⧕�ᝅᨦශᮥ������ᯕ⦹ಽ�ԏ

⇵Łᯱ�⦹۵�ä᯦݅ܩ�
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⦹ḡอ�əॅᯕ�Ḣᱲ�ᨙɪ⦹ḡ�ᦫ۵ࢱ��ჩṙ�ᯕᮁࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��

ᩑᵡᮡ�Ğᱽa�݅�⋉ℕࢁʭᅱ�ᬑಅ⦹Ł�ᯩ֥������݅ܩ᮹�

Ğᱽ�⋉ℕෝ�ʑᨖ⧕�ᅕᝎ᪅��ᯕ�⋉ℕa�݅�ၽᔾ⧁�ᬑಅࠥ�

ᯩŁ�ə౨í݅ࡽ�໕�ᱥ�ᖙĥa�ᱢᨕࠥ�ၙǎ�ǎၝᮡ�ᩑᵡᨱí�

ⲳᯕᱽ�ᨕਜí�⧁�äᯕԱ ⲴŁ�ྜྷᮥ�äᯕʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ᩎᔍᱢᮝ

ಽ�ᅕ໕�Ğᱽ�⋉ℕ�ᨱ�ᩑᵡᮡ�ɩญෝ����CQ�ᱶࠥݡ�⡎�ԏ∥

݅ܩ��ḡɩᮡ�ɩญa������ᯕ⦹ᯕʑ�ভྙᨱ����CQᦊ�ԏ⇽�ᙹ

۵�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᦿᮝಽ�ɩญෝ�ᔢݚ⯩�ԏ⇵ᨕ�⦽݅໕�ɩญෝ�

ಅ״ᦥ�⧊݅ܩ��

ə౨݅໕�ᨕਜí�Ğᱽෝ�⋉ℕᨱ�✙ญḡ�ᦫŁ�ḡɩ᮹�ɩญෝ�

�������CQ�ต�ᙹ�ᯩᮥʭ �ᩑᵡᮡ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᮉᯕ�⩥ᰍ�᧞�

��ᨱᕽ�������ʭḡ�ᔢ⦹ࠥಾ�ԕ֥�ᱶࠥʭḡ۵�ɩญෝ�ԏí�

ᮁḡ⦹໕ᕽ�ʑ݅ต�ĥ⫮ᯙ�ä�z݅ܩ��ᦥษ�ᩍ్ᇥᮡ�ᩑᵡ᮹�

༊⢽a����ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᯕ�ᦥܩԱŁ�ၹྙ⦹ᝅ�ᙹࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᩑ

ᵡ᮹�༊⢽۵�⠪Ɂ���᮹�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᮥ�ᮁḡ⦹۵�äᯕᨩ݅ܩ��

ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᯕ����ᯕ⦹ಽ�ԕಅe�ḡ�᪅௹ࡹ�ᨩᮝܩ����ᯕᔢᮝಽ�

ᔢ⦹ࠥ�ӹᒹḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᯕ�������

ಽ�ᔢ⦹໕�ᩑᵡᮡ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹ�ᔢᮥ�ຩ⇵Łᯱ�⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��

ᩑᵡᮡ�༊ɩญ	ᩑႊʑɩ�ɩญ
ෝ����CQ�ต�ᙹ�ᯩᮥ�äᯕŁ�

Ğᱽa�⋉ℕࡹᨩᮥ�ভ�ɩญ�ᯙ⦹�ᩍಆᯕ�ᔾʢ݅ܩ��ᩑᵡᮡ�ᯕ�ᱱ

ᮥ�⦹ḡ�ᦫŁ�ᯩᮝ໑�ᦥษ�ᔾb᳑₉�⦹ḡ�ᦫᦹᮥ�ᙹࠥ�ᯩ

⧊ḡอ�ᱡ۵�ᩑᵡᯕ�ə౨í�⧁�ษᮭᮥ�ບŁ�ᯩ݅Ł�ᔾb⦹��݅ܩ

ᖒ⦹ʑ�ᨕಅᬕ�༊⢽ᯕݍ���ᦥᵝ݅ܩ��ᯕäᯕ�əॅ᮹�༊⢽᯦݅ܩ

ḡอ�ᱽ�ᔾbᯕ�᪔݅໕�ၙǎ᮹�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹŝ�ɩญ۵׳��ᦥḡ



��

۵�ႊ⨆ᮝಽ�ӹᦥaŁ�ᯩ۵�ä᯦݅ܩ�

ၙǎ��݅ෙ�ḡᩎ�ᯕʑෝ�⦹ʑ�ᱥᨱ�ၙǎᨱᕽ�ᝅḩ�(%1

ෝ�⊂ᱶ⦹۵�ᨕಅᬡᨱݡ�⧕�ัᥡऽญŁ�݅ܩ��ᱡ۵�ᯕ�ᵝᱽ

ᨱݡ�⧕�Łᝍ⧕�᪵݅ܩ��ᔍŖᯝ�ᯕᔍᰆŝࠥ�ᨕᱽ�ᯕ�ᇡᇥᨱ�

š⧕�᧹ʑෝ�ӹڕ݅ܩ��⩥ᰍ�ᯕ�ྙᱽᨱ�š⧕�ɡᮥ�ᥑŁ�ᯩʑ

�ǎᮥ�እ⦽�༉ु�ᔑᨦǎ᮹�ᱶᇡ�☖ĥʑšᮡ�༊ၙ��݅ܩ⧊�ࠥ

(%1�ᰆ�aĊ�ʑᵡ�(%1�ၰ�ᝅḩ�(%1ෝ�⊂ᱶ⦹໕ᕽࠥ�ᔢ⣩

ŝ�ᕽእᜅ᮹�⣩ḩ�}ᖁ�ၰ�ᗭእᯱᨱí�ᗭ}ࡽ�ᔩಽᬕ�ᔢ⣩ŝ�ᕽ

እᜅ᮹�a⊹ෝ�qᦩ⧕�⦹۵�Ñ᮹�ᇩa܆⦽�ᱶࠥ᮹�ᨕಅᬕ�ᯥྕ

ෝ�โŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯕ۵�ᦥᵝ�ᨕಅᬕ�ᯝᯕŁ�ᱡ۵�ᝅᱽ�ၙǎݚ�

ǎᨱᕽ�ᨕਅ�ᯝᮥ�⦹۵ḡ�ᩑǍ⧕᪵݅ܩ��ə�ᯝᯕ�ᨕಖ݅۵�ä

ᮡ�ᬑญ�༉ࢱ�ᦥ۵�ᔍᝅ᯦݅ܩ��ࡹ�ḡ�ᦫ۵݅۵�ᔍᝅࠥ�Ł�ᯩ

݅ܩ��⦹ḡอ�ᱽa�ʫᯕ�❭Łॅᨕᕽ�ᯱᖙ⯩�ᩑǍ⦹ʑ�ᱥʭḡ۵�

ᝅᱽ�☖ĥ�⊂ᱶ�ŝᱶᯕ�ษӹ�ᨪᯙḡ�ḡ�༜⧩݅ܩ��ᕽ�

ᱡ໕�ə�Ŗᱢᯙ�ࠥෝ�ⲳ₉ญ�⦹ḡ�ัⲴŁ�⦹ā݅ܩ�

Ŗ�☖ĥ۵�ᔢ⣩ŝ�ᕽእᜅ᮹�⣩ḩ�}ᖁᮥ�ᱢᱩ⯩�⪚ᮡ�Ñ᮹�

ၹᩢ⦹ḡ�༜⦹໑�ᔩಽᬕ�ᔢ⣩ŝ�ᕽእᜅ�᯦ࠥᮝಽ�ၽᔾ⦽�a⊹۵�

ᦥᩩ�ၹᩢ⦹ಅ۵�ࠥ᳑₉�⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ə్໕�ᯕäᯕ�ᔍ

⦹۵�ၵ۵�ྕᨨᯝʭ �ᬑญa�ə౨í�ฯᮡ�eᮥ�ॅᩍ�Ḳᵲᱢ

ᮝಽ�ḡ⍽ᅕ۵�ᝅḩᖒᰆශᮡ�ๅᬑ�ŝᗭ⠪aࡹ�ᨕ�ᯩŁ�ၙǎᮡ�

ྜྷುᯕŁ�݅ෙ�ǎaॅ᮹�Ğᬑᨱࠥ�ษ₍aḡಽ�ᝅḩᗭा�᷾aᮉ

ᮡ�Ŗ�☖ĥᅕ݅�ᔢ۵݅׳�⯩ݚ�ஜ᯦݅ܩ��ḡӽ���֥e�ၙǎ᮹�

ᝅḩ�ᖒᰆශ	�ᯙݚ�ᝅḩ�(%1
ᮡ�Ŗᱢᮝಽ�����ಽ�⇵ᔑࡹᨩ
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݅ܩ��ᝅᱽಽ۵�����Qᮥ׳���ᙹࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᱶ⪶⯩�⪶ᯙ

⧁�ႊჶᯕ�ᨧḡอ�ᱶ₦ᯱݚݕ᪡ݡ�ᵲᨱí�vᩑ⦹۵�ᬑญ᪡�z

ᮡ�ᔍ௭ॅᮡ�Ŗ�☖ĥa�ᬑญ�Ğᱽ᮹�ᔾᔑ�᷾aపᮥ�ๅᬑ�ŝᗭ

⠪a⦽݅۵�ᱱᮥ�⪶⯩�ၾ⯩۵�äᯕ�ᵲ⦹݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ�

ᮁ�Ğᱽ

ᯕᱽ�ᮁᨱݡ�⧕�ัᥡऽญāྜྷ��݅ܩು�ᮁᨱݡ�⧕�ᯕ

ʑ⦹ʑ�ๅᬑ�ᨕಖ݅ܩ��bb᮹�ᮁ�ǎaॅ�ᔍᯕᨱ۵�ฯᮡ�

݅᧲ᖒᯕ�᳕ᰍ⧊ࠦ��݅ܩᯝᮡ�ᝅᨦශᯕ���ᯕŁ�ᜅ⟹ᯙᮡ�ᝅᨦ

ශᯕ�����ᯕᔢ᯦݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᮁಽ᳕�ᱥℕෝ�ᅕ໕�Ğᱽ�⪽࠺ᯕ�

ๅᬑ�ၙ᧞⦹Ł�⨆⬥�ᱥࠥ�ӹᓊ݅ܩ��ᝅᨦශᮡ�����ᯕᔢᨱ�ນ

ྜྷ్�ᯩŁ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᮡ�᧞���᯦ݡ�1%)��݅ܩእ�ᇡ₥�እᮉᮡ�

ࠦᯝᮥ�ᱽ⦽�⥥௲ᜅ�ᯕ┩ญᦥ�ᜅ⟹ᯙ�⡍⚍i�॒᮹�ᵝ�

ǎaᨱᕽ�᧞�����ᨱ݅ܩ⧊ݍ��

ੱ⦽�Ğᱽ�ྙᱽ۵ࢱ��aḡ�ᱶ⊹ᱢ�ྙᱽ᪡�đᇡࡹᨕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��

ℌ�ჩṙ۵�ӽၝ�᭥ʑ᯦݅ܩ��ḡӽ⧕�ࠦᯝᨱ۵����อ�᮹�ӽၝ

ᯕ�ᮁ᯦ࡹᨩŁ�⩥ᰍ۵��ฯᮡ�ӽၝॅᯕ�ᮁ᯦ࡹŁ�ᯩᮁ��݅ܩ

ಽ᳕�ԕ᮹�i॒ᮡݡ�ℕಽ�٥a�ᮁ᯦۵ࡹ�ӽၝᮥ�ᙹᬊ⦹໑�ӽ

ၝॅ᮹�ᬵĞ�⨩aෝ�ᨕਜí�⧁�äᯙḡ�ᷪ�ᗦñ�᳑᧞	Schengen 

agreement
᮹�ྙᱽᨱ�Ḳᵲࡹᨕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��

ᮁ᮹�ੱ�݅ෙ�ᱶ⊹ᱢ�᭥⨹ᮡ�ᮁᩑ⧊	EU
᮹�⧕ℕ᯦݅ܩ��

ᮁᩑ⧊ᯕ�ᖅࡽ�ᯕ⬥ಽ�⇵ᯕෝ�ḡ⍽ᅱ�᪵۵ߑ�ᮁᨱᕽ�ḡ

ɩౝ�⧕ℕ�a܆ᖒᨱݡ�⦽�ᇩᦩᯕ�Ł᳑ࡽ�ᱢᯕ�ᨧᨩ݅��݅ܩ
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Brexit	ᨱ�ᩢǎᨱᕽ۵�ᮁᩑ⧊�Ŗ�┩♕ݍ�ᮭ�ᩍᇡෝࢱ�Ł�ǎ

ၝ⚍⢽a�ᯩᩢ��݅ܩǎᮡ�Ŗᬊ☖⪵ෝ�ᔍᬊ⦹ḡ�ᦫŁ�ᮁಽ᳕ᨱ�

ᗭᗮࡹᨕ�ᯩḡࠥ�ᦫḡอ�ᦥᩩ�ᮁᩑ⧊ᮥ�┩♕⧁�ᙹࠥ�ᯩܩ

݅��⦹ḡอ�ᯕ┩ญᦥӹ�⥥௲ᜅ�॒᮹�݅ෙ�ǎaᨱᕽࠥ�ᮁᩑ⧊

ᨱ�ᗮ⧕�ᯩ۵�⩽┾ᯕ�ᨧ݅Ł�۱ӝ۵�ᩍುᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᝍb⦽�᭥

⨹ᯕ�ᦥܱ�ᙹ�ᨧ݅ܩ�

⦹ḡอ�Ğᱽᱢ�⊂໕ᨱᕽ�ᝅḩ�ᖒᰆශᮥ׳�ᯕŁ�ᝅᨦශᮥ�ԏ⇵

�ᱶ₦ᯕ�ᨧ݅۵�äᯕ�ྙᱽ᯦⦽܆ᨕᕽ�ᮁᨱ۵�ᝅ⧪�aᯩ�ߑ�۵

ᮁ�
Mario Draghi	��ษญ᪅�ऽʑ݅ܩᩑ⧊ᵲᦺᮡ⧪	ECB
�ⅾ

ᰍ۵�����֥��ᬵ�ၙǎ�ᰎᜉ�⪡	Jackson Hole
ᨱᕽ�ᩕฑ�ᩑႊᵡ

እᱽࠥ�⫭᮹ᨱᕽ�ᮁ�Ğᱽ�ᇡ᧲ᮥ�᭥⦽�ᖙ�aḡ�ᱶ₦ᮥ�ၾ⯭�ၵ�

ᯩ݅ܩ��

ℌṙ��ऽʑ�ⅾ݅ܩ᯦⩢{�ᰆŝ�ᔢ⣩ᰆ᮹�Ǎ᳑ᱢ࠺י�

ᰍ۵�ⲳə్ӹ�ᯕ�}⩢ᮡ�ᯝᨕӹḡ�ᦫŁ�ᯩŁ�ᦿᮝಽࠥ�ᯝᨕԁ�

ʑၙa�ᨧ݅ܩ�ⲴŁ�ᨙɪ⧩݅ܩ��ᦩ┡ʾḡอ�ḡɩʭḡࠥ�

ᔢ⫊ᮡ�ၵѭḡ�ᦫᦹ݅ܩ�

ṙࢹ�ᩍᮁa�ᯩ۵�ǎaॅᯕ�ӹᕽᕽ�Ğʑᇡ᧲ᮥ�⦹۵�ä᯦ܩ

݅��ᯕ۵�ࠦᯝᮥ�aญ┅۵�᪥ł⦽�⢽⩥᯦᪽��݅ܩԱ⦹໕�݅ෙ�ǎ

aॅᮡ�ᯕၙ�ᇡ₥�ᙹᵡᯕ�թྕ׳�ᦥᕽ�əౕ�ᩍᮁa�ᨧʑ�ভྙ᯦

ᔑ�⮲ᯱෝ�ᮁḡ⦹Łᯱ�⦹۵�ࠦᯝᮡ�Ğʑᇡ᧲ᮥ�⦹ḡ�ᦫᩩ��݅ܩ

ᮥ�ä᯦݅ܩ��

ə్အಽ�ᯕᱽ�⧁�ᙹ�ᯩ۵�äᮡ�ᖙ�ჩṙ�ᱶ₦ᐱ᯦݅ܩ��ऽʑ�
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ⅾᰍ۵�ⲳᮁᵲᦺᮡ⧪	ECB
ᯕ�ɩญෝ�ԏ⇽�äⲴᯕŁ�ั⧩

�ʑ݉��݅ܩ⡎�ᯙ⦹⦹ᩡݡ���ᇥ�ᮁᵲᦺᮡ⧪ᮡ�ɩญෝ݅ܩ

ɩญ۵�ษᯕթᜅaࡹ�ᨩŁ���֥ྜྷ�ɩญࠥ�ᮁ�ᩍ్�ǎaᨱᕽ�

ษᯕթᜅಽ�ԕಅu݅ܩ�

ᯕ�ᱶ₦ᮡ�ᨕਅ�⬉ŝa�ᯩᨩᮥʭ �ၙǎᨱᕽ᪡�ษ₍aḡಽ�

ᙹᯖශ�ᱥၹᨱݡ�⦽�ɩญෝ�ԏ⇵ᨕᕽ�ᵝaෝ�ᔢ┅Ł�aĥ

᮹�ᇡෝ�᷾ݡ⍽ᕽ�ḡ⇽ᮥ�۹ญ۵�⬉ŝෝ�Łᯱ�⧩ᮥ�ä᯦ܩ

݅��ə�ᇥᨱ�ၙǎᮡ����������֥ᨱ�əญŁ�ə�ᯕ⬥�⋉ℕᨱ

ᕽ�ჸᨕԁ�ᙹ�ᯩᨩ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᮁᮡ�ə�⬉ŝෝ�ᅕḡ�༜⧩

᪽��݅ܩԱ⦹໕�ᮁᮡ�ၙǎŝ�zᮡ�Ųჵ᭥⦽�Ŗ࠺᮹�ᵝᯙ᮹

	shared ownership
ᯕ�ᨧʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ə్အಽ�᧲ᱢ᪥⪵ෝ�

☖⧕�ᵝaෝ׳�ᯕŁ�ᗭእᯱ�ḡ⇽ᮥ�᷾a┅۵�ႊჶᮡ�ᮁᨱᕽ�

⬉ŝa�ᨧᨩ݅ܩ��

ᕽݡ�ᦩᮡ�ᮁಽෝ�⠪aᱩ⦹⧕ᕽ�Ğᰢಆᮥ׳�ᯕ۵�ä᯦ܩ

݅��ᇥ�ᯕ�ᱶ₦ᮥ��≉⦹ʑ۵�⧩݅ܩ��ऽʑ�ⅾᰍa�����

֥�ᩍ�ᰎᜉ�⪡ᨱᕽ�ᩑᖅ⧁ݚ��ᮁಽa�����ᨱᕽ�����ᮝಽ�⦹

⧩݅ܩ��ə�ᯕ⬥�����ᮝಽ�ၹ॒⦹ʑ۵�⧩ḡอ�ᯕäᮡ�ᔢݚ

⦽�⠪aᱩ⦹᯦݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᮁಽ᳕�ǎa᮹�ᙹ⇽ᨱ۵�ə݅ḡ�ⓑ�

ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ၙ⊹ḡ�ᦫᦹ݅ܩ��ə�ᯕᮁ۵�ྕᨨᯝʭ �ᙹ⇽᮹�ᱩၹ

ᯕ�ᮁಽ᳕�ԕᨱᕽ�ၽᔾ⦹ʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��⥥௲ᜅ۵�ᯕ┩ญᦥᨱ�

ᙹ⇽⦹Ł�ᯕ┩ญᦥ۵�ࠦᯝᨱ�ᙹ⇽⦹۵�ᯕᕽ�⪹ᮉᨱ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�

ၼḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ�

ᮁ��ᙹ⇽ŝ�šಉ⦹ᩍݡ�ʑᨦ᮹�Ŗ☖ᱢ�✚Ḷᮡ�ၙ్ݍ�⪵



��

ಽ�ᘂᰆ�ℎǍa�ᯕḥ݅۵�ä᯦ᮁ��݅ܩ�ʑᨦᮡ�ᖙĥ�Ğᱽ�ᗮ

ᨱᕽ�Ğᰢ⧕�⦹Ł۵⪵్ݍ��ᄡ࠺ᯕ�ᱢʑ�ভྙᨱ�ᔢ⣩ᨱ్ݍ�

ಽ�aĊᮥ�⢽⧊݅ܩ��₉a�ๅᬑ�ʕ�Ğᬑෝ�ᱽ⦹Ł۵్ݍ��

ᮁ��݅ܩእ�ᮁಽ�⪹ᮉ�ᄡ⪵۵�ᙹ⇽�aĊᨱ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ၙ⊹ḡ�ᦫݡ

ಽ⪵�a⊹a�ɪĊ⯩�⦹⧩ḡอݡ��ᙹ⇽᮹�ᝅḩᱢ�ᔢᮡ�ᨧ

ᨩᷪ��݅ܩ�ᮁᵲᦺᮡ⧪ᮡ�ᱡɩญಽ�ᮁ�ʑᨦ᮹ݡ�⇽ᮥ�Ⅺ

ḥ⦹۵ߑ��Ḳᵲ⦹Ł�ᯩᮁ��݅ܩᵲᦺᮡ⧪ᮡ�₥ǭᰆᨱᕽ�⫭

ᔍ₥ෝ�ๅ᯦⦹Ł�ᯩᮝ໑�ᮡ⧪ᨱí۵�ษᯕթᜅ�ɩญಽݡ�⇽ᮥ�

⧕ᵝŁ�ᯩḡอ�ⓑ�⬉ŝ۵�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᱶ₦ᮡ�ᔢݡᱢᮝಽ�⬉ŝ

a�ᱢŁ�ᦥᯕ్ܩ⦹íࠥ�ᮁ᮹�₥ǭᮥ�ๅ᯦⦹۵�äᮡݡ�ᇡᇥ�

ᱡɩญෝ�ᯕᬊ⦹۵�ၙǎ�ʑᨦ᯦݅ܩ�

ᦩ┡ʾíࠥ�ḡɩᮡ�ᮁᯕ�ๅᬑ׳�ᮡ�ᝅᨦශ�ԏᮡ�ᖒᰆශ�ə

ญŁ�ԏᮡ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᨱ�h⩡�ᯩ۵�ๅᬑ�ᝍb⦽�ᔢ⫊ᯕ໑�ᮁ

ᮡ�ᦿᮝಽ�ӹᦥi�ᝅḩᱢ�ᱶ₦ᯕӹ�ᱥఖᯕ�ᨧ݅ܩ�

ᯝᅙ�Ğᱽ

ᯕᱽ�ᯝᅙᨱݡ�⧕�ัᥡऽญā݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ�ᩎ�ᝍb⦽�ྙᱽෝ�

ᦩŁ�ᯩᮝ໑�ᯕෝ�⧕đ⧁�ᳬᮡ�ᱥఖᯕ�ᇡ᳒⧊݅ܩ��↽ɝ�(%1a�

⦹⦹ᩡŁ�ᗭእᯱ�ྜྷaḡᙹ۵�ʑᅙᱢᮝಽ�ᱡ᳑⦹໑�ᩩᔑ�ᱢ

ᯱ۵�(%1᮹����ᯕᔢᯙݡ�%1)�݅ߑ�እ�ᇡ₥�እᮉᮡ�����a�

չ݅ܩ��í݅a�ᯙǍ᪡࠺י�ಆᯕ�ᵥᨕॅ໕ᕽ�ᰆʑ�ᇡ₥�ྙᱽ�

⧕đᯕ�ᬒ�ᨕಖíࡹ�ᨩ݅ܩ�

⦹ḡอ࠺�ᨱ�ᯝᅙᮡ�ๅᬑ�ჩᩢ⦽�ǎa᯦݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ᮹��ᯙݚ�



��

ᗭा�ᙹᵡᮡ�ᨙᱽӹ�ᯕ�ᮝಽ�እƱ⦹ʑ۵�ᨕಖḡอ�Ŗ�☖

ĥෝ�ᅕ໕��ᯙݚ�ᝅḩᗭाᮡ�ᩢǎᯕӹ�⥥௲ᜅ᪡�ᨕˉෝ�ӹ⯩�

ܩ᯦⦹ℕಽ�อ᳒⦹Ł�ᝅᨦශᮡ������ᯕݡ���ᯝᅙ�ǎၝᮡ݅ܩ⧊

݅��ᕽ�ᔢ⫊ᮥ�ᄡ⪵┍�ᯙᖝ❑ቭa�Ⓧḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��

ᦥᄁ�ⅾญa�≉ᯥ⧩ᮥ�ভ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᮥ�⥭్ᜅಽ�࠭ญŁ�ᖒᰆ

ශᮥ׳�ᯕā݅Ł�ၽ⢽⧩݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�⦹⯩⎵�Ǎಽ݅

	Haruhiko Kuroda
ෝ�ᯝᅙᮡ⧪�ⅾᰍಽ�ᯥ⧩݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ

۵��aḡಽ�Ǎᖒࡽ�ᱥఖᮥ�≉⦹ā݅Ł�ั⧩݅ܩ��ℌṙ�ᯝᅙ

ᮡ⧪᮹�ᵝࠥಽ�᧲ᱢ᪥⪵�ᱶ₦ᮥ�⠝⊹۵�ä᯦ࢹ��݅ܩṙ�ᰍᱶᱢ�

ᯙᖝ❑ቭෝ�ᵝ۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᖬṙ�Ǎ᳑}⩢᯦݅ܩ�

Ǎಽ݅�ⅾᰍ۵�ɩญෝݡ�⡎�ԏ⇵۵�äᮝಽ�⪵ݖ⧩݅ܩ��ə

ಽ�ᯙ⧕�ᨵ⪵�a⊹a�⦹⧩݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ�ᙹ⇽ᨦᯱॅ᮹�ᯕᯖᮡ�

��ə్အ݅ܩ�ᙹ⇽పᮡ�۹ᨕӹḡ�ᦫᦹ⦽ݡ�ḡอ�ᖙĥᨱ⧩ݡ᷾

ಽ�ᨵ⪵�a⊹�⦹ᮡ�ᯝᅙ᮹�ᖒᰆශᨱ�ɮᱶᱢ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ၙ⊹ḡ�ᦫ

ᦹᮥ�ᐱ్�ᯝᅙ�aĥ᮹�ᙹ᯦⣩�Ǎๅእᬊᯕ�᷾a⦹۵�ၵ௭ᨱ�Ğ

ᱽ�⪽࠺ᯕ�᭥⇶ࡹᨩ݅ܩ��Ǎಽ݅�ⅾᰍ۵�ᦿᮝಽ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᯕ�

���ᯝᅙ�ǎၝᮡ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᯕ݅ܩᦥḩ�äᯕŁ�Ñॎ�᧞ᗮ⧩׳

���ᯕᔢᮝಽ�ᔢ⧁�äᮝಽ�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ə౨í�ᔾb⦽�ḡ۵�ჭ

៉��֥ᯕࡹ�ᨩḡอ�ᦥḢ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᮡ�ᔢ⦹ḡ�ᦫᦹ݅ܩ��ษ

ᯕթᜅ�ɩญ�᯦ࠥᮝಽ�ᯙ⧕�ɩᮖʑšᯕ�⦝⧕ෝ�ᅕᦹŁ�ǎၝᨱ

í�⪝ᮥ�ᵝᨩᮝ໑�ⅾᙹᨱ۵�ᦥྕ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ᵝḡ�༜⧩݅ܩ�

ᦥᄁ�ⅾญa�ԕᖙᬕ�ᖙ�}᮹�⪵ᔕ�ᱥఖ�ᵲࢱ��ჩṙ۵�ᰍᱶᱶ₦

��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�Ğʑᇡ᧲ᮥ�᯲⧩ḡอ݅ܩ᯦�ᇡaa⊹ᖙෝ���



��

ᨱᕽ���ಽ�ᯙᔢ⧉ᮝಽ៉�ə�⬉ŝ۵�ᷪ�ᔢᘥࡹᨩ݅ܩ��ᯕಽ�

ᯙ⧕�ᯝᅙ�Ğᱽ۵��ᇥʑ�ᩑᗮ�⋉ℕᨱ�Ჭ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�

ԕ֥ᨱࠥ�Ğʑᇡ᧲ᮥ�⧁�ॐ⦹ḡอ�⩥�ᱱᨱᕽ۵�Ğʑᇡ᧲ᮝಽ�

ᮥ�อ⦽�ᮁ᮹ၙ⦽�⬉ŝ۵�ᨧ݅ܩ�

ษḡสᮝಽ�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�Ǎ᳑}⩢ᮥ�᧞ᗮ⧩݅ܩ��⦹ḡอ�ᱽ�

ᔾbᮡ�ྜྷುᯕŁ�ࠥ␥ᨱ�i�ভ�อӹ۵�ᯝᅙᯙ�⊽Ǎॅ᮹�ᯕʑ

ෝ�ॅᨕᅕ໕�Ǎ᳑}⩢᮹�ᖒŝ۵�ᦥᵝ�ၙၙ⧩݅ܩ��ᩍᖒ᮹�Ğ

ᱽ⪽࠺ₙaᮉᯕ�݅ᗭ�ᔢ⦹ᩡŁ�ᨵ⪵�a⊹a�⦹⦽�✩ᮥ�┡ᕽ�

ᯝᅙᨱ�ᮁ᯦۵ࡹ�šŲ~ᯕ�Ⓧí�۹ᨩ��݅ܩᨦᱶ₦ᨱ�ᄡ⪵a�

ᯩᨩḡอ�ๅᬑ�᪅�ʑeᨱ�Ùℱ�݉ĥᱢᮝಽ�⧪ࡹᨩ݅ܩ��

ᯝᅙᮡ�ᯙǍෝ�᷾a┅ʑ�᭥⧕�ᯕၝᮥ�⪶ݡ⧕�⦹ḡอ�ᯕၝ�

���ᯝᅙᯙॅᮡ�zᮡ�ၝ᳒ӝญ݅ܩ�ⓞ⯩ݚ�ၹqᯕ�ᔢ⦽ݡ�ᨱݡ⪶

�݅ܩᮡ�ᔾ⪽ᙹᵡᮥ�٥ญ۵�äᨱ�อ᳒⦹໑�ᄡ⪵ෝ�ᬱ⊹�ᦫ׳

ᦿᮝಽ�ᯝᅙᨱ�݆⊹íࢁ��ⓑ�ྙᱽ۵�สݡ⦽�ᰍᱶᱢᯱ᯦݅ܩ��

ᰍᱶᱢᯱ۵�ᩢᬱ⯩�ḡᗮࢁ�ᙹ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᰍᱶᱢᯱa�(%1᮹�

���ᯕᔢᯕʑ�ভྙᨱ�����֥��ᬵᨱ�ᇡaa⊹ᖙෝ���ᨱᕽ����

ಽ�ᯙᔢ⧁�ĥ⫮ᮥ�ᖙᭁ݅ܩ��⦹ḡอ�ႊɩ�ᅙ�ࠥ␥ၽە�ᜅᨱᕽ

۵�ᯙᔢ�ĥ⫮ᯕ�ᩑʑࡹᨩ݅Ł�⧊݅ܩ��ᦥษ�����֥ᯕӹ�����

֥ᨱ�ᯙᔢࢁ�ᙹࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ə࠺ᦩ�สݡ⦽�ᱢᯱ۵�ᵥᨕ

ॅḡ�ᦫᮥ�äᯕŁ�(%1ݡ�እ�ᇡ₥�እᮉᮡ�ɪᗮ⯩�᷾a⧁�ä᯦ܩ

݅��᧞⦹໕�ᯝᅙᮡ�ๅᬑ�ჩᩢ⦹۵�ӹḡอ�⧕đ⧁�ႊჶᯕ�ᨧ

۵�ᰍᱶᱢᯱ᪡�ᇡ₥ಽ�ᯙ⧕�⦽⡎┥ᮥ�ᦩŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ�



��

ᵲǎ�Ğᱽ

᧞��}ᬵ�ᱥᨱ�ᵲǎᨱ�uᮥ�ভ�ᵝ�Ğᱽ�šഭॅŝ�ᯕʑෝ�

ӹ٥ᨩ݅ܩ��əভ�ᵲǎᯕ�ḥḽಽ�ᱥఖᮥ�ၵЙᨩ݅۵�ᯙᔢᮥ�

ၼᦹ݅ܩ��ᯕෙၵ�ⲳŖɪ�}⩢Ⲵᮥ�⇵ḥ⧕�⦽݅۵ݡ�۵ߑ�

ℕಽ࠺�᮹⦹۵�ᇥ᭥ʑᩡŁ�ᱽí�Ŗɪ�⊂໕᮹�}⩢ᮥ�⧕ԩ�

౩ᯕÕ	Reagan
�əᨱ�š⦽�ᯕܩಚ�ᱩᨱ�Ğᱽ�ᯱྙᮥ�⧩ᮝ☖ݡ�

ʑෝ�⧕ݍŁ�ℎ⧩݅ܩ��౩ᯕÕݡ�☖ಚ�ᱩ᮹�}⩢ᮡ�

ᵲǎ᮹�Ŗɪ�⊂໕᮹�}⩢ŝ۵�ᦥྕ�ᩑšࠥ�ᨧၙ��݅ܩǎᨱ

ᕽ�Ŗɪ�}⩢ᯕ�ᖙᮉᮥ�ԕญŁ�}ᯙŝ�ʑᨦᨱí�ᯙᖝ❑ቭෝ�

ᱽŖ⦹۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᱶ₦ᮡ�ๅᬑ�ᖒŖᱢᯕᨩ݅ܩ�

ə్ӹ�ᵲǎ᮹�Ŗɪ�⊂໕�}⩢ᮡ�ǎᩢʑᨦ	SOE
�✚⯩�ᵲŖᨦ

᮹�ŝᯪ�ᔾᔑ܆�ಆᮥ�ᵥᯕ۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᵲǎ�ᱶᇡ۵�ŝᯪ�ᔾᔑ�

���ᵲǎ�ᱶᇡ۵�ə�ŝᱶᨱᕽ�ᙹ႒݅ܩಆᮥ�⇶ᗭ⦹ʑ�᯲⧩܆

อ�ᯕ�⧕Łࢁ�äᯕ۵�äᮥ�ᯙḡ⦹ᩡŁ�Ŗ}ᱢᮝಽ�ᨙɪ⦹

ʑࠥ�⧩݅ܩ��ᯕ᪡�zᮡ�ྙᱽෝ�ญ⦹ʑ�᭥⦽�ᯱɩᮥ�ᩩᔑᨱ�

⚍᯦⧩݅ܩ��ᵲǎ�ᱶᇡ۵�ᰆŝ�ᱶ⊹�Ğᱽ�⊂໕ᨱᕽ�⭉ᦍ�ⓑ�

Ƚ༉ಽ�}⩢ᮥ�⇵ḥ⧁�ᙹ�ᯩᮥḡ�ᩍᇡෝ�⨹⦹Ł�ᯩ݅Ł�ᔾb

݉ݡ���ᵲǎ�ᱶᇡa�ั⦽��������อ�ᮥ�⧕Ł⦹۵�äᮡ݅ܩ⧊

⯩�ฯᮡ�ᚌᯱಽ�ᅕᯕḡอ�ᵲǎᨱ�᳕ᰍ⦹۵�ŝᯪ�ᔾᔑ܆�ಆᨱ�እ

⦹໕�ᱢᮡ�Ƚ༉᯦݅ܩ��ᇥ�Ğᱽ�ᇡ᧲ᨱ�ᯩᨕ�ŝᯪ�ᔾᔑ܆�ಆ�

⇶ᗭෝ�v᳑⦹۵�ᔍ௭ŝ�᧲ᱢ᪥⪵᪡�ᰍᱶᱶ₦ᮥ�ḡḡ⦹۵�ᔍ௭

ॅ�ᔍᯕᨱ�ʕᰆᯕ�᳕ᰍ⧊݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᦿᮝಽ�ŝᯪ�ᔾᔑ܆�ಆᮥ�

⇶ᗭ⦹۵�äᮝಽ�⪶ᝅ⯩�a݆ᮥ�ᰂᮝญ�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ�
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ੱ⦽�ᵲǎ�šഭॅᮡ�ᮡ⧪�ᇡ₥᪡�ᇡᝅ₥ǭ	NPLs
᮹�᷾aෝ�

ᬑಅ⧊݅��݅ܩ⧪⯩�ᱽ�❱݉ᮝಽ۵�₥a�ฯᦹ�ᦥᦥ�ɩᮖ

᭥ʑӹ�ǎԕ�}ᯙ�ᇡ₥a�ฯᦹၙ�ǎ᮹�Ğᬑ᪡۵�ᖒĊᯕ�݅

݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ᵲǎᮡ�ǎᩢʑᨦŝ�ḡႊᱶᇡ�₉ᬱ᮹��}�ǎᮁ

ᮡ⧪ᯕ�ᅕᮁ⦽�ᇡ₥aݡ�ᇡᇥ᯦݅ܩ��đǎ�ᇡ₥�ྙᱽa�ᯱᩑᱢ

ᮝಽ�⧕đࡹḡ�ᦫᮝ໕�ᵲᦺᱶᇡa�ӹᕽᕽ�ŝᯪ�ᇡ₥᪡�ᗱᝅ�ᯝ

ᇡෝ�⯂ᙹ⦹ญŁ�ᔾb⧊݅��݅ܩ⧪ᜅíࠥ�ᵲǎ�ᱶᇡ᮹�(%1�

��ə݅ܩእ�ᇡ₥�ᙹᵡᮡ����ෝ�⭉ᦍ�ၲࠥ۵�ๅᬑ�ԏᮡ�ᙹᵡ᯦ݡ

్အಽ�ᵲǎ�ᱶᇡᨱ۵�ᯕෝ�⯂ᙹ⧁�ᰍᱶᱢ�ᩍಆᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ�

ษḡสᮝಽ�ᵲǎ᮹�⪹ᮉᱶ₦ᨱݡ�⧕�ัᥡऽญā݅ܩ��ḡɩ

ᮡ�ๅᬑ�⪝ᜅ్ᬕ�ᔢ⫊ᯕ۵�ัᥡᮥ�ऽต�ᙹၷᨱ�ᨧ݅ܩ��

᭥ᦩ⪵	RMB
�እ�a⊹a�⦹⦹ᩡŁ�ə�ভྙᨱ�ᵲǎŝݡ�్ݍ�۵

ၙǎᨱ�ྙᱽa�ᔾĝ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ࠺�ᨱ�ྕᩎaᵲ⊹�ʑᵡᮝಽ�

ᅕ໕�᭥ᦩ⪵�a⊹۵�ᔢ⦹໑�vᖙෝ�ᅕᯕŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ə௹ᕽ�

ᵲǎᮡ�☖⪵�ၵᜅ⍴ᨱݡ�⧕�᭥ᦩ⪵ෝ�šญ⦹ā݅Ł�ั⧩݅ܩ��

ᷪ�ᱥℕ�☖⪵�ၵᜅ⍴ݡ�እ�᭥ᦩ⪵�a⊹ෝ�ԏ⇵ᨕᕽ�ḡɩᅕ݅�Ğ

ᰢಆᮥ�⪶ᅕ⧁�ᩍಆᮥ�w⇵ā݅۵�ஜ᯦݅ܩ��

ə్ӹ�ᯕෝ�Ŗ}ᱢᮝಽ�ᨙɪ⦹ḡ�ᦫŁ�᭥ᦩ⪵᪡్ݍ��⪹ᮉᨱ�

�ၵᜅ⍴ᮥ�༊⢽ಽ�⦽݅۵�ᯕʑa�ӹ⪵☖��݅ܩ⧊ᕽอ�ᨙɪ⧔ݡ

᪅໕�ᔍ௭ॅᯕ�ᯕෝ�᭥ᦩ⪵�a⊹ෝ�ᱩ⦹⧁�ĥ⫮ᯕŁ�⧕ᕾ⧕

ᕽ�ᯱᅙᮁ⇽ಽ�ᯕᨕḩʭᅱ�ᬑಅ⦹ʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ᕽ�ᵲǎ�ᱶ

ᇡ۵�ᨕਅ�ᱶ₦ᮥ�⇵ḥ⦹໕ᕽࠥ�ᯩ۵�əݡಽ�ั⦹ḡ�༜⦹۵�ᔢ

⫊ᨱ�⧩݅ܩ��ᦿᮝಽ����֥e�ᯝᨕԁ�ᯝᮥ�⇵⊂⍉ݡ�᭥ᦩ



��

⪵�a⊹a�ᗭ⡎ᯕʕ�⦹ӹ�ᱱḥᱢᮝಽ�⦹⧁�äᯕ�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ�

ᯙࠥ�Ğᱽ

ษḡสᮝಽ�ᯙࠥᨱݡ�⧕��aḡ�ัᥡऽญā݅ܩ��ᯙࠥ�Ğ

ᱽ۵�⪙᳑ෝ�ᅕᯕŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯙࠥ᮹�Ğᱽ�ᖒᰆශᮡ�᧞�����᯦

☖���ᱡ۵�ᯙࠥ᮹�⊽Ǎॅŝ�ᯙࠥ�ᱶᇡᨱ�ᯩ۵�ḡᯙॅᨱí�ə݅ܩ

ĥa�ḥḽᯙḡ�ၠᨕࠥ۵ࡹ�ḡ�ྜྷᨩ݅ܩ��əॅᮡ�ⲳə౨݅Ⲵ

Łݖ�⧩݅ܩ��əॅᯕ�ə౨í�ั⦽݅໕�ၠᨕ�⧊݅ܩ��ə్အ

ಽ�ᯙࠥ᮹�ᝅḩ�Ğᱽ�ᖒᰆශᮡ�����᯦݅ܩ��Ñᱢ�₉ᬱᨱᕽ�ᯙ

ࠥ�Ğᱽ۵��ᬕᬊࡹŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᮡ�᧞���ಽ�⦹⦹

ᩡŁ�Ğᔢᙹḡ�ᱢᯱ۵�᧞���ᨱ�ᇩŝ⧊݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᯙࠥᨱí�ᰆ

ʑᱢᮝಽ�ᵲ⦽�äᮡ�Ǎ᳑ᱶ₦᯦݅ܩ��ᦩ┡ʾíࠥ�ᯙࠥ۵�ᯕ�

Ǎ᳑ᱶ₦ᮥ�ᱽݡಽ�⇵ḥ⦹Ł�ᯩḡ�༜⧊݅ܩ�

ӹ౭ऽ�༉ॵ	Narendra Modi
�ⅾญ۵�ᖙ�aḡ�ᱶ₦ᮥ�v᳑⧩

݅ܩ��ℌṙ�ᯝ᳦᮹�ǎԕ�ᇡaa⊹ᖙᯙ�ǎԕ�ᔢ⣩�ၰ�ᕽእᜅ

ᖙෝ�᯦ࠥ⧕�b�ᵝᄥ�ᖙɩᮥݡ�ℕ⦹۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ۵�Ğᱽᨱ�ࠥ

ᬡᯕࢁ��ᵲ⦽�ᱶ₦᯦݅ܩ��⩥ᰍʭḡ۵�ǎၝ᮹⫭ݚ	Congress 

party
ᯕ�ᔢᬱᨱᕽ�₉݉⦹Ł�ᯩʑ�ভྙᨱ�ᯕ�ᱶ₦ᯕ�᮹⫭ᨱᕽ�☖

ŝࡹḡ۵�༜⧩݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ḡɩ�ᯙࠥ۵�ᖁÑ�ʑeᯕŁ�ᯕჩ�

ᵝัĞ�đŝa�ӹ�ä᯦݅ܩ��Ӻšುᯱॅᮡ�ǎၝ᮹⫭ݚᯕ�ჶ

ᦩᮥ�₉݉⧁܆�ಆᮥ�ᯤᮥ�äᯕŁ�༉ॵ�ⅾญa�ᱢᮥࢵ��ᯙࠥᯙၝ

�ࠥ�ჶᦩᮥ�☖ŝ┍�ᙹ⦹ᯕ�ᔢᬱᨱᕽ�ŝၹᮥ�₉ḡ⦹ḡ�༜ݚ

ᯩᮝญŁ�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��	ə౨í݅ࡽ�໕
�ᯕäᮡ�ᦥᵝ�ⓑ�ɮᱶᱢ�

ᯙᮝಽ�ḡ⍽ᅝ�อ⦽�a⊹a�ᯩ݅ܩ�
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ӹນḡࢱ��}⩢ᮡ�əอⓝ�Ӻšᱢᯕḡ۵�༜⧊݅ܩ��༉ॵ�ⅾญa�

��ḥḡ⦽�ᱽ᳑݅ܩᰆ�}⩢᮹�⦥ᖒᮥ�ั⦽�äᮡ�᪔ᦹ࠺י

ᨦ�Ğᱽಽ�ӹᦥaಅ໕࠺י�ᰆᮥ�}⩢⧕�⧊݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�༉

ॵ�ⅾญ۵�᮹⫭ෝ�ᖅा⦹ḡ�༜⧩݅ܩ��ᝍḡᨕ�ᯱᝁ᮹�ᗭᗮ�ᱶ

���ᕽ�༉ॵ�ⅾญ۵݅ܩ�ၼᦥॅᯕḡ�ᦫŁ�ᯩᮥ⩢{�₉᳑ݚ

ᯕෝ�b�ᵝ᮹�ᰍపᨱ�โʑā݅Ł�⧩݅ܩ��b�ᵝ۵�ᱽ᳑ᨦᮥ�ᮁ

⊹⦹Ł�݅໕�ᱢᱩ⦽࠺י�ᰆ�}⩢ᮥ�⇵ḥ⧕�⦹Ł�ᵝ₉ᬱ

᮹�Ğᰢ�ŝᱶᨱᕽ࠺י�ᰆ�ᱶ₦ᯕ�ᱱ₉�}ᖁࢁ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᱥ

ఖᯕ�⬉ŝa�ᯩʑෝ�ၵḡอ�ᦥḢᮡ�⬉ŝa�ᨧ݅ܩ��⩥ᰍʭ

ḡ��}�ᵝa�}⩢ᨱ�ӹᖑḡอ�əӹษࠥ�ᗭȽ༉�ʑᨦᯕݡ�ᔢᯕᨩ

݅ܩ�

ษḡสᮝಽ�☁ḡ�≉ा�ᱶ₦᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ۵�ᔍᨦ�⪶ᰆŝ�ᯕᱥᮥ�

ᬱ⦹۵�ʑᨦᨱí�ᨥℎӽ�ᰆᧁྜྷᯕੱ��݅ܩࢊ�⦽�b�ᵝ᮹�ᰍపᨱ�

���ᯕჩᨱࠥ�༉ॵ݅ܩ��ᯙࠥ۵�ᨥĊ⦽�ᩑႊℕᱽ᯦݅ܩಅ�ᯩݍ

ⅾญ۵�}ᄥ�ᵝ᮹�ᰍపᨱ�โʑā݅Ł�ั⧩݅ܩ��༉ॵ�ⅾญa�

Ǎᯱ✙ᵝ�ᵝⅾญෝ�ḡԝݚ��ə۵�Ǎᯱ✙ᨱ�ʑᨦᮥ�ᮁ⊹⦹

ʑ�᭥⧕�ᵲ⦽�ᄡ⪵ෝ�ᯕԩŁ�݅ෙ�ᵝ�ⅾญॅࠥ�Ǎᯱ✙ᵝ

᮹�Ğ⨹ᨱᕽ�႑ᬙ�äᮥ�ǭᮁ⧩݅ܩ��ə݅໕�ᳬᦹᮥ�▭ḡอ�

ᯕ۵�ᦥḢ�ᝅ⩥ࡹḡ�ᦫᦹ݅ܩ�

í݅a�ᰍᦺᨱ�aʭᬕ�ᯙࠥ᮹�Ⅹ॒Ʊᮂᯕ�ๅᬑ�Òᱶᜅܩ

݅��ᯙࠥa�ᦥᵝ�⦹Ł�ᯩ۵�ᇡᇥࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᖙĥ᮹�݅ෙ�ᨕ

ਅ�Ğᱽݡǎᅕ݅�ᝅḩ�Ğᱽ�ᖒᰆශᯕ׳�݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᝅḩᗭ

ाᯕ�᷾a⦹۵ࠥߑ�ᇩǍ⦹Ł�ᯕ�Ǎ᳑ᱢ�ྙᱽෝ�⧕đ⧁�ᙹ�ᯩ
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݅໕�ᬒ�ၽᱥ⧁�a܆ᖒᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ�
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ࠥձऽ�✙ౝ⥥	Donald Trump
aݡ�☖ಚᨱ�ᖁ⇽ࡹ໕�

ᨕਅ�᯦ᰆᮥ�≉⦹ญ�ᔾb⦹ᝎܩʭ �⪹┽⠪᧲Ğᱽ࠺

ၹᯱ⩲ᱶ(TPP
ŝ�šಉ⦹ᩍ�ัᥡ⧕�ᵝᝎ᪅�

⯱్ญ�ⓕฑ▕	Hillary ClintoO
ŝ�ࠥձऽ�✙ౝ⥥

	Donald Trump
۵�༉�511ࢱᨱݡ�⧕�ၹ᯦�ݡᰆᮥ�⢽

⧩݅ܩ��⯱్ญ᮹�Ğᬑ�ᱶᱢᯙ�ᔭᜅ	Sanders
ಽ�ᯙ⧕�ə�

᯦ᰆᮥ�≉⧩݅ܩ��ᔭᜅa�511ᨱ�ၹݡ⧩Ł�⯱్ญ۵�ə�ྙ

ᱽᨱם�⦽ݡ�᮹ෝ�ᵲ݉⦹Ł�ᨕ�⧩ʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ə௹ᕽ�⩥ᰍ

᮹�⩶┽ಽ۵�511ෝ�ḡḡ⦹ḡ�ᦫ۵݅Ł�ั⦽�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᱽ�ᔾ

bᨱ۵�⯱్ญa�₉ʑݡ�☖ಚᯕࢁ��ä�z݅ܩ��ə౨í݅ࡽ�໕�

511۵�᮹⫭�☖ŝᨱ�⦥⦽�ᱶࠥಽ�᧞e�ᄡĞࢁ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᱽ�ᔾ

bᮡ�ə౨݅ܩ��⦽ǎᨱ۵�Ñ᮹�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ၙ⊹ḡ�ᦫÑӹ�ᦥྕ�

ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ၙ⊹ḡ�ᦫᮥ�ᱶࠥ᮹�ᦥᵝ�᯲ᮡ�ʑᚁᱢ�ᄡĞᯕ�ᯩᮥ�ä᯦

��݅ܩ⧊��əญŁ�⯱్ญ�ⓕฑ▕ᮡ�511ෝ�ḡḡ⦹ญ�ᔾb݅ܩ

ə్໕�ᝅᱽಽ�ၽ⬉ࢁ�a܆ᖒᯕ�ᔢݚ⯩�ⓞ݅ܩ�

✙ౝ⥥۵�᪥ᱥ⯩�ᩩ⊂�ᇩa܆⦽�ᔍ௭᯦��511݅ܩᐱอ�ᦥܩ

�݅ෙ�ᯝࠥ�ᨕਜí�⧁ḡ��ᙹ�ᨧྙ��݅ܩᱽ۵�ⲳŝᩑ�✙ౝ

⥥a�ᝅᱽಽݚ�ᖁࢁ�a܆ᖒᯕ�ᯩ۵a Ⲵ᯦ ⧔����}ᬵ�ᱥอ݅ܩ

�ḡɩᮡ�༊ᱥߑᖒᯕ�ᨧ݅Ł�ᔾb⧩۵܆�aࢁ�ಚ�⬥ᅕa☖ݡ�ࠥ

ʭḡ�᪡�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᱡ۵�✙ౝ⥥a�ᮁǭᯱ᮹����ᨱí�ḡḡෝ�ၼ

۵�ᯙʑ�⬥ᅕ۵�ᱱᯕ�ᦥܩ�⯱్ญ�ⓕฑ▕ᯕ�ၝᵝݚᨱᕽ�ḡ

ḡෝ�ၼḡ�༜⦽݅۵�ᱱᯕ�Òᱶᜅ݅ܩ��⯱్ญᅕ݅�᳭ᯖ�ᖒ

⨆ᮥ�aḥ�ᱶᱢ�ᔭᜅ᮹�ḡḡᯱ�ᵲ�݅ᙹa�ⅾᖁᨱᕽ�✙ౝ⥥ෝ�
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ḡḡ⧁�ᙹࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᦥᵝ�ҵ⦽�ᯝᯕࢁ��ä᯦݅ܩ��✙ౝ⥥

۵�ๅᬑ�ᩢญ⦹íࠥ�ᯱᝁᮥ�᳭ᯖᯕӹ�ᬑᯖ�ᵲ�ᨕ۱�⦽ᮝಽ�ԕ

ᖙᬑḡ�ᦫŁ�ၙǎᮥ�݅�᭥ݡ⦹í�อॅᨕᵥ�ᔍ௭ᮝಽ�ᱶ᮹⧩

ౝ⥥a�⯱్ญ✙��݅ܩʑ۵�ᨕಖ⦹ݡ��ᗵḢ⯩�Ñʑᨱ�ၹ݅ܩ

ෝ�ᝌᨕ⦹۵�⢽᮹�ᯝᇡෝ�aᲙi�äᮝಽ�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ၵಽ�ᯕ�ᱱ

ᯕ�᭥⨹⧊݅ܩ��✙ౝ⥥aݡ�☖ಚᯕࡹ�໕�ၙǎ᮹�Ʊᱶ₦ᮡ�እ

݉�511อᯕ�ྙᱽa�ᦥܱ�ä᯦݅ܩ�

ᱡ۵�ၙǎᨱᕽ�Ğᱽa�⪙⫊ᯕ໕�ၝᵝݚᯕ�ᯕʑŁ�Ğ

ᱽa�ӹᒹ໕�Ŗ⪵ݚᯕ�ᯕʕ݅Ł�႑ᭁ݅ܩ��əí�ᔍᝅ

ᯙḡ�ᦥܭḡ۵�༉ā݅ܩ��Ʊᙹܹ̹ᕽ۵�ჭ៉�݅ᖐ�ჩᯕӹ�

ⲳĞᱽa�⪙᳑ⲴŁ�ัᥡ⦹ᗉ۵ߑ�ᯕჩ�ᖁÑ�đŝa�ᨕਜíࡹ�

ญŁ�ᩩᔢ⦹ᝎܩʭ 

ၝᵝݚŝ�Ŗ⪵ݚ�⪙⫊ŝ�⋉ℕෝ�እƱ⦹۵�äᮡ�Ğᱽ

᮹�ᔢ⪙᯲ᬊᮥ�ḡӹ⊹í�݉ᙽ⦹í�ᅕ۵�bᯕŁ�ᔾ

b⧊��٥݅ܩa�ᰍᯥ�ᵲᯙḡᨱ�ᕽࠥݍ�Ḳ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᯕ

ჩᮡ�Ğᱽᨱ�᳭ᬑ۵ࡹ�ᖁÑa�ᦥܺ݅ܩ��ᱡࠥ�Ł�ᩍ్ᇥࠥ�ᦥ

۵�ၙǎ�Ğᱽ᮹�vᱱᨱݡ�⧕�ၙǎ�ǎၝᯕӹ�ᨙುᮡ࠺�᮹⦹ḡ�ᦫ

݅ܩ��ə௹ᕽ�ᗭाᯕ��ᝎ�֥ṙ�᪅ḡ�ᦫᦹ݅۵�ᯕʑa�ӹ

᪅۵ߑ�ᯕ۵�ᔍᝅᯕ�ᦥܺ݅ܩ��ᬑญa�༜�⊂ᱶ⦹Ł�ᯩʑ�ভྙ

ᨩ۵ḡ۵�ʑ�ᨕಖḡอ�⠪Ɂᱢࡹḡอ�ⲳᗭाᯕ�⨆ᔢ⦹��݅ܩ᯦

ᯙ�ၙǎᯙ᮹�ᗭाᮡ�⨆ᔢࡹḡ�ᦫᦹ݅�Ⲵ۵�ᵝᰆᯕ�ᔍ௭ॅᨱí�⪙

ᗭಆᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ḡӽ������֥e�᪉w�⩢ᝁŝ�ᝁᱽ⣩�}ၽ�

⣩ḩ�ᄡ⪵a�ᯩᨩᮭᨱࠥ�ᇩǍ⦹Ł�ᗭाᯕ�ə݅ḡ�ӹᦥḡḡ�ᦫᦹ

A

Q
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݅۵�äᮡ�ัࠥ�ᦩ݅ܩࢊ���ə్ӹࢱ��ᱶݚ�༉ࢱ�ᔢ⫊ᯕ�ӹᦥḡ

ḡ�ᦫᦹ݅Ł�ᵝᰆ⧊݅ܩ��ᱡ۵�ᯕ�ᵝᰆᯕ�ᯕჩ�ᖁÑ�đŝ᮹�ᇩ

⪶ᝅᖒᨱ�ᯝ᳑⧩݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ�

ᨕਅ�ᔍ௭ॅᮡ�✙ౝ⥥aݡ�☖ಚᯕࡹ�໕�ၙǎ᮹�ษḡ

สݡ�☖ಚᯕࢁ��äᯕŁ�⧊݅ܩ��əอⓝ�ᰍᦺᯕ۵�

ஜᯝ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ℌ�ჩṙ�ḩྙᮥ�ऽญā݅ܩ��Ʊᙹܹ̹ᕽ�ัᥡ

⦹ᗉॐᯕ�✙ౝ⥥۵�ᩩ⊂�ᇩa܆⦽�ᔍ௭᯦݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᨕਅ�ᔍ

௭ᮡ�✙ౝ⥥a�ๅᬑ�ᔢ⫊�❱݉ᯕ�Ł�əa�⦹۵�༉ु�ัᮡ�⢽

ෝ�ʑ�᭥⦽�ᱥఖᯕŁ�⧊݅ܩ��✙ౝ⥥a�ᔾbᅕ݅�ᱶᔢᱢᯙ�

ᔍ௭ᯝ�ḡࠥ�༉໑�Ʊᙹܹ̹ᕽ�ัᥡ⦹ᗉॐᯕ�᮹ࠥᱢᮝಽ�ᯱᝁ

ᯕ�ᨕਅ�ᔍ௭ᯕŁ�ᱶ᮹⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��✙ౝ⥥aݡ�☖ಚᯕࡹ�

໕�ḡɩᅕ݅�ᱶᔢᱢᯙݡ�☖ಚᯕࢁ��a܆ᖒࠥ�ᯩࢹ��݅ܩṙ�ၙ

ǎᮡ�ᨙುᯕӹ�⦺ĥ�॒ŝ�zᯕ�čᱽ᪡�Ɂ⩶�ᜅ▽	checks-and-

balances system
ᯕ�ၽݍ⧕�ᯩᮝအಽ�ᯕ�ᜅ▽ᯕ�ᦦᩢ⨆ᮥ�สᦥ

ᵥ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᖬṙ�✙ౝ⥥aݡ�☖ಚᯕ۵ࡹ�ḡ�ᩍᇡෝ�ਁӹᕽ�ḥ

ḽ�ྙᱽ۵�ᵲᔑ⊖ᯕ�ᔍḡ۵ݡ�ߑ�⦽�ᦥྕݡ�₦ᮥ�ᖙᬑḡ�༜

⦹۵�ᨹญ✙ӹ�ʑाǭᮥ�⨆⦽�ᇥי᪡�᳭ᱩᯕ�᳕ᰍ⦹۵�ä᯦ܩ

݅��ə�ᵲ�ᯝᇡ۵�Ʊᙹܹ̹ᕽ�ัᥡ⦹ᗉॐᯕ�⊂ᱶ�ྙᱽᯝ�ᙹ�ᯩ

�ᱥ�ᖙĥa�ə౨í�۱ӝŁ�ᯩܩḡอ�ၙǎᨱᕽᐱอ�ᦥ⦹��݅ܩ

݅ܩ��ᯕ్⦽�ᇥי᪡�᳭ᱩ᮹�ʑᱡᨱ�ᯩ۵�ྙᱽෝ�⧕đ⦹ಅ໕�

ᨕਜí�⧕�⧁ʭ 

ຝᱡ�ᔾ⪽ᙹᵡᯕ�ᱡ⦹۵�॒ࡹ᮹�ᨕಅᬡᮥ�ċ۵�ᵲᔑ

⊖ᨱݡ�⧕�ᯕʑ⦹ā݅��݅ܩ�⦽�ჩ�ัᥡऽญḡA

Q
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อ�ᯕ۵�☖ĥᱢ�᪅ඹᯕ໑�ᔍᝅᯕ�ᦥܺ݅ܩ��ḥḽ�ྙᱽ۵�ḩྙᯱ

̹ᕽ�እ⧊ญᱢᯙ�⧪ᮥ࠺�čᱽ⦹Ł�Ɂ⩶ᮥ�ᰂ۵�ᩎ⧁ᮥ�⧕�⦽

݅Ł�ั⦽�ᨙುᯕ�ə�ᔍᝅᮥ�ᅕḡ�༜⦹۵ᯩ�ߑ�݅ܩ��ๅᬑ�ⓑ�

Ƚ༉᮹�᮹⫭�Ḣᗮ�እᱶݚ�ʑǍᯙ�᮹⫭ᩩᔑℎᮡ�ᱥၹᱢᮝಽ�༜

��ᝅḩᗭा�☖ĥ᪡۵�᪥ᱥ⯩�ᄥ}ಽ�ᵲᔑ⊖�aĥᗭा�ᄡ⪵ෝࡽ

ᵝ᮹�ʫí�ᇥᕾ⦹ᩡ݅ܩ��Ŗ�☖ĥෝ�ᔕ⠕ᅕ໕�ḡӽ���֥e�

ᵲᔑ⊖�aĥᗭाᮡ�Ḣᱲ�ᙹಚ⦽�⩥ɩ�⊂໕ᨱᕽ�ᗭ⡎�ᔢ⧩ܩ

݅��ʑᨦᨱᕽ�ၼ۵�ᇡa⩽┾ŝ�ᱶᇡᨱᕽ�ၼ۵�ᯕᱥḡ⇽	transfer 

payments
�⣙ऽᜅ╍⥥�ᵝ┾ᅕ᳑ɩ�ᔍ⫭ᅕᰆᩑɩ�॒ᮥ�Łಅ⦹

໕�ᵲᔑ⊖᮹�ᗭाᮡ�ᔢݚ⯩�᷾a⧩݅ܩ��ᯕ۵�እၡࠥ�ʑၡྙ

ᕽࠥ�ᦥܺ݅ܩ��ᱽa�ə�ྙᕽෝ�ᯞŁ�⧔☖�ᵲ�ᨙುᨱ�ʑŁෝݡ�

⯆ၙෝ�ҭᨕᅕŁᯱ�ࠥ⦹ʑࠥ�⧩݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᵲᔑ⊖ᯕ�༑

⦹Ł�ᯩŁ�ᗭाᯕ�۹ḡ�ᦫᦹ݅۵�॒᮹�ᯕʑෝ�⦹۵�⠙ᯕ�⭉ᦍ�

ᛞ݅ܩ��ᯕäᮡ�ᝍb⦽�ྙᱽ᯦݅��݅ܩෙ�ǎaᨱᕽࠥ�ྙᱽa�

݅�ญŁ�ᔾb⦹ḡอࡹෙ�ӹ᮹ߑ�ᯕ░ᨱݡ�⧕ᕽ۵��༉෦

⧔ᵲ᮹�ᯕݡ���ᯕ�ྙᱽෝ�⧕đ⦹ಅ໕�ᨕਜíु�ᱶ⊹ᯙᯕӹ݅ܩ
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I will talk about the US economy and some of the other major 
industrial economies. 

As Il SaKong said, the US economy is in good shape. Despite 
a low start this year, I think we will see the economy growing 
at 2-2.5% during the coming months. And that is what you 
would expect for an economy that is already at full employment, 
especially given some of the problems at measuring what is 
actually happening in the economy.  

The US Economy

The picture of the US economy is distorted by the fact that 
energy prices have come down so dramatically in the past year 
from over US$100 a barrel to less than US$50 now. That has 
distorted the picture of inflation. If you look at the headline 
inflation, the headline Consumer Price Index for the United 
States, it is increasing at about a little less than 1%. And if you 
take out the impact of energy, the increase in inflation is now 

1　This is a transcript of the speech by Professor Martin Feldstein at the IGE/KITA 
Global Trade Forum on May 16, 2016. The views expressed here are the speaker’s.
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over 2%, 2.2% and a year ago the same increase was 1.8%. So 
not only is inflation at a solid level but it is also increasing, as 
you would expect in an economy that is at full employment. 

The decline in energy prices also affects the picture that we all 
have of the real economy in the United States. Not only does 
it dramatically depress activity in the energy sector, but it has 
depressed manufacturing activity, industrial activity, and the 
various industries that support what goes on in the energy sector. 
So we get a somewhat distorted picture of what has happened. 
But despite that, the US economy is clearly in good shape, and 
the driver of the US economy is as always the household sector 
that represents about 70% of spending in GDP. 

Let’s take a look at the household sector. We have full 
employment and the unemployment rate of 5%. For college 
graduates, the unemployment rate is less than half of that, 2.4%.  
These low unemployment rates are drawing more people into 
the labor force, so the labor force participation rate is higher 
now than it was a year ago. And it is also having the effect of 
pushing up real incomes. So, real disposable personal incomes 
in the US rose at 2.9% from the final quarter of last year to the 
first quarter of this year. Household wealth is also up with home 
prices rising at about 5.5%. 

All of that – the tight labor markets, rising income, rising 
home prices, according to the surveys, has contributed to a 
much longer consumer confidence and better expectations about 
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the future. Given that they have the money and that they are 
feeling more confident, consumers are spending more. We saw 
the most recent retail sales figures grew up dramatically. The 
number for April represented that retail sales increased more 
than 1% relative to just one month before. And that is up from 
a growth rate from the first quarter of more than 5%. So again 
I would stress that the economy is in good shape. All the talk 
about secular stagnation and declining demand just does not fit 
with the numbers. 

But there are risks. I want to talk about two kinds of risks. 
There are short-term risks and I think they are getting more 
serious. Those are risks that have been created by the monetary 
policy. We have had the so-called ‘unconventional monetary 
policy’ now for nearly a decade that meant exceptionally low, 
essentially zero short-term interest rates. It meant the central 
bank borrowing large quantities of bonds to drive down long-
term rates to the 10-year Treasury rate which now is only 1.8%, 
about half of what you would expect in an economy with the 
current inflation. So the result of this unconventional monetary 
policy – the result of the extremely low interest rates – has been 
to drive investors and lenders to take risks in order to refill and 
in order to earn more in their assets. So we are seeing investors 
pushing up the prices of a wide range of assets. 

Look at the price earnings ratio for the broad S&P’s index of 
500 securities. The price earnings ratio for the S&P 500 is now 
more than 50% higher than it has been in its historic average. 
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Look at commercial real estate. The return on commercial real 
estate is extremely low. It is at levels that it would make sense 
if the current bonds interest rates were going to stay this low 
forever. But it is at levels that do not make sense given that the 
interest rates will eventually be raised and those long-term bond 
yields are again kept remarkably low by investors reaching for 
yield rather than trying to diversify away from that. 

So these are the risks that we face, going forward. When 
interest rates normalize, as eventually they will, there are going 
to be losses to these investors and overpriced assets, and losses 
to lenders who have been lending to lower quality borrowers – 
lending to borrowers with fewer conditions. And when those 
losses happen, they will undoubtedly have adverse effects on the 
economy. I am not smart enough to know how bad those effects 
will be, but I must say I do worry about that. That is the short-
term risk and the longer we see these very low interest rates 
continue, the greater those risks become. 

Looking at the longer-term risks, I think they are the principal 
risks in the US economy as in other industrial economies is the 
rising level of fiscal deficit and of the ratio of the national debt 
– the government debt to GDP. If we go back a decade ago, our 
deficit was 1.7% of GDP. It is OK although not as good as it 
could be. The debt to GDP ratio was 36%. Now that debt to 
GDP ratio is twice as high, 74%, and the fiscal deficit is 2.5%. 
The Congressional Budget Office forecasts that a decade from 
now the annual deficit would have doubled from today’s 2.5% to 
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4.9%. According to the Congressional Budget Office the debt to 
GDP ratio will be 84% and on a path that would take it to more 
than 100%. To me, that is a frightening prospect. If the world 
comes to believe that we are not going to fix those problems and 
will allow that to happen, then I think that investors around the 
world will insist on a higher interest rate, that higher interest 
rate will increase the cost of dealing with the debt and that will 
cause our deficit to rise even faster. And foreign investors now 
hold more than half of US Treasury securities. 

Fortunately, it does not take a lot to fix that problem. If the 
annual deficit stays where it is today instead of moving from 
today’s 2.5% and moving up, that will cause the debt to GDP 
ratio to be on a path coming down from today’s 74% to about 
50%. I think that is the challenge that the next government will 
face, that is, to find ways of reducing the deficit and therefore 
slowing the growth of the debt. 

Let me turn to the monetary policy. What the Federal Reserve 
is up to is a real puzzling subject. The Fed lowered interest rates 
when the crisis hit and did not do anything to raise interest rates 
until last December when the Fed agreed to increase interest 
rates by a quarter of 1%. The federal funds interest rate today is 
still a little less than a half of a percent at a time when the core 
inflation is about 2%. So we are looking at a very negative real 
interest rate. Even though the Fed in December said they would 
move up 4 times this year, so far this year nothing has happened. 
The next meeting in June is not at all clear that they will do 
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anything then. 

What is clear is that Janet Yellen and the majority in the chair 
of the Federal Reserve and the members of the FOMC want 
to see short-term interest rates increase only very, very slowly. 
The forecast is that by the end of 2017 we will still be looking 
at a federal funds interest rate which is negative in real terms. 
Based on their forecast of inflation and the interest rate, they 
are saying that while they would like to see the rate move, it will 
still leave at negative by 18 months from now. I think that is 
wrong. I think that is a bad policy. For an economy that is at full 
employment and that has a positive and rising rate of inflation, I 
think it is wrong to be keeping real interest rates negative. 

Then, why is the Fed doing that? I think that it is important 
to distinguish between the excuses that the Fed gives in the 
statements that they release after their periodic meetings from 
what I would say the real reasons are. We have seen a series of 
excuses changing from time to time. In the beginning it was, 
“Well, the Chinese economy is slowing down, so we have to not 
raise interest rates.” Not clear why that follows at all for the US. 
And then it was, “Well, the dollar is now rising and that might 
hurt our exports, so we cannot raise interest rates,” “Well, the 
stock market is falling,” etc. Well, the stock market has since 
turned around, so they take that excuse off the table. Or the 
other excuse is, “Maybe, inflation is up, but it will not stay up.” 
Well, it is very hard. Those are the kinds of excuses they use. It is 
always very hard to ever decide to raise rates. 
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But, what are the real reasons? I think that there are 
two real reasons why the the Fed is not raising rates. The 
first – the obvious one – is that they want to have a lower 
rate of unemployment. The Fed’s own forecast is that the 
unemployment rate will come down from 5% now to 4.5% 
in 2018. 4.5% would be lower than the unemployment 
rate that the Fed itself says is the lowest sustainable rate of 
unemployment. Their own estimate of the long-term level for 
the unemployment rate is 4.8%. So they want to push that 
unemployment rate down, beyond that, in order to scoop up 
some more employment and in order to draw some more people 
into the labor force. 

But there is a second reason that they do not talk about. Fed 
is worried of what would happen if the economy turns down 
again. Remember that the last downturn happened back in 
2008. Maybe it is going to happen again and if it happens, the 
world would turn and at least the American public will turn to 
Fed and say, “What are you going to do about it?” Historically, 
what the Fed has done when the economy turns down is to 
reduce interest rates sharply by, say, 300 basis points. They 
cannot reduce interest rates now by 300 basis points because 
the rate today is less than half of 1%. If they are going to reduce 
rates substantially in the future, they are going to have to get 
those rates up. 

So how are they going to get the rates from where they are 
today to 300-350 basis points without pushing the economy 
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into a recession by doing so? I think that the answer is that their 
strategy and plan is to keep interest rates low for the next year 
or so to drive up the inflation rate, so that the inflation rate will 
go from today’s roughly 2% to 3-3.5%. You might say, “Well, 
isn’t that above their goal of 2% inflation?” The answer is that 
the goal was to have an average which they would say 2%. Since 
it has been below 2% for quite a while, it is not so bad if it stays 
above 2%. But if it gets up to 3-3.5%, then the Fed would want 
to stop the inflation from rising. It would be able to push up 
nominal interest rates – the federal funds rate – just 300 plus 
basis points and that will give them the capacity to drive down 
interest rates if the economy weakens. They are not saying that 
and maybe they are not even thinking that, but I think that is 
what they are thinking. I think that is their goal. It would be a 
very tough goal to pull off, but if I am right, it means that we are 
heading for higher inflation and higher interest rates in the US. 

Before I leave the US and talk about other parts of the world, 
I want to say something about the problem of measuring real 
GDP in the US, the subject I have been thinking about a 
lot. Il SaKong and I talked about it at dinner last night. I am 
writing about it. I think the government statisticians in the US 
and indeed in every industrial country are given an impossibly 
difficult task of going from nominal GDP, GDP at market 
prices, to real GDP, taking into account the improvements in the 
quality of goods and services and taking into account the value 
of the introduction of new goods and services to consumers. 
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That is a very tough thing to do and I have been studying what 
in fact the US authorities do. We all know that it is tough. We 
all know that it is not done well. But until I dug in there and 
studied it in detail, I had not realized how bad the actual process 
is. So I would say to the official attempts, “Just do not do it.”

The official numbers do not deal adequately or hardly deal 
at all with improvements in the quality of goods and services 
and they do not even try to deal with the value created by 
the introduction of new goods and services. So what is the 
implication of that? It is that the real growth rates that we spend 
so much time focusing on are greatly underestimated and that 
the true growth of real incomes in the US and I suspect in other 
countries as well is substantially higher than the official numbers 
imply. In the US, over the last 30 years real growth is estimated 
officially to have been 1.7% real per capita GDP. The reality 
could be 2-3 percentage points higher than that. There is no 
way to know. But I think the key thing is for policymakers and 
for those of us who talk to the public is to make it clear that the 
official numbers greatly underestimate what has been happening 
to the increasing output of our economy.

The European Economy

Let me turn from the US to Europe, and of course it is very 
hard to talk about Europe. There is so much diversity among 
the individual European countries. You have Germany with an 
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unemployment rate of 6% and Spain with an unemployment 
rate of more than 20%. But I think that if you look at the 
Eurozone as a whole, what we see is a region with very weak 
economic activity and poor prospects for the future. The 
unemployment rate is stuck at more than 10%, the inflation 
rate is about zero, and the debt to GDP ratios are about 100% 
in major countries, not in Germany but in France, in Italy, in 
Spain, in Portugal and elsewhere. 

The economic problems are compounded by two political 
developments and the first is the refugee crisis. A million 
refugees were coming to Germany last year, and more are 
coming now. And a conflict within the Eurozone is more 
generally about who will take those incoming refugees and what 
will be done about border permissions to cross borders – the 
Schengen arrangements. 

The other political risk we see in Europe is the risk of a 
breakup of the European Union. I have been following what has 
been happening ever since the creation of the European Union 
and I have not seen as much nervousness in Europe as there is 
today about the possibility that it might just fall apart. There is 
the British vote coming next month about whether Britain will 
formally leave the European Union. The UK is not part of the 
common currency and not part of the Eurozone but it might 
pull out completely. But we also see polls in other countries – 
in Italy, in France, and in elsewhere, indicating that the public 
does not feel they are benefiting from the membership in the 
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European Union. So there is a serious risk. 

But back to the economics, I think the problem of increasing 
real growth and reducing the unemployment rate is a problem 
for which the Europeans do not have a viable policy. When 
Mario Draghi came to the Federal Reserve conference in Jackson 
Hole in August of 2014, he said there are three things that 
could stimulate growth in Europe. One would be structural 
reforms to labor and product markets. He said, “But it is not 
happening, and it does not look like it is going to happen.” And 
unfortunately that is still true. 

Another thing would be a fiscal stimulus from those countries 
that have the room to do. That is a euphemism for Germany 
because the others already have such high levels of debt that they 
cannot do it. Germany likes to have a budget surplus, so they are 
not going to do it. 

So it comes down to the third thing and that is what he said, 
“The ECB will lower interest rates.” They have certainly done 
that with a vengeance. So we have short term rates which are 
negative, we have 10 year-rates which are negative in a number 
of countries in Europe. 

What has that accomplished? The hope might have been 
that it would accomplish what it did in the United States, in 
which lower interest rates across the spectrum of yields led to 
an increase in equity prices and households got richer, so they 
went out and spent more. That is what brought back the US 
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from recovery in 2009 and 2010 and beyond. But that is not 
happening in Europe because Europe does not have the kind 
of widespread shared ownership that the United States does. So 
that route for going from easier money to higher equity prices 
and more consumer spending does not work in Europe. 

So the alternative was a decline in the value of the euro, 
making it more competitive. That certainly happened. The euro 
came down from 1.40 to 1.06 when Mario Draghi was speaking 
in Jackson Hole in the summer of 2014 before it turned around 
and came back at 1.13. But it is down quite substantially. 
However, it has not had a very substantial impact on the exports 
from the Eurozone countries. Why? Because half the exports are 
within the Eurozone, so if it is France exporting to Italy, or Italy 
exporting to Germany, that is not going to be affected by the 
exchange rate. 

With respect to exporting outside, a common characteristic 
of European firms is that they invoice in dollars. They pick a 
dollar price for their products because they have to compete in 
the global economy and they do not change that very quickly. 
Changes in the rate of the euro to the dollar do not affect their 
export prices except with a very long lag. So what we are seeing is 
that despite the sharp fall in the value of the euro, there has not 
been any substantial increase. That means that the ECB is now 
focusing on using low interest rates as a way of getting increased 
borrowing by businesses in Europe. In the bond market where 
the ECB is now buying corporate bonds and where the ECB is 
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lending to the banks at negative interest rates, it is not having 
a big effect. It is having a relatively small effect, and ironically 
much of the purchasing of European bonds is being done by 
American firms who are taking advantage of these low interest 
rates. 

Unfortunately, the situation is a very serious one in which 
Europe is stuck with a very high unemployment rate, a low 
growth rate, and a low inflation rate. Europe does not really have 
a policy or a strategy for moving forward. 

The Japanese Economy

Let me turn to the situation in Japan which also has serious 
problems and I think also lacks a good strategy for dealing with 
them. GDP has declined recently, the CPI is basically flat, the 
budget deficit is more than 6% of GDP and the debt to GDP 
ratio is over 200%. In addition to that, the Japanese population 
is shrinking and the labor force is shrinking and that makes 
the dealing with their long-term debt problems all the more 
difficult. 

But at the same time, Japan is a very prosperous country. The 
level of per capita income in Japan: it’s always hard to make these 
comparisons, but the official numbers suggest that the per capita 
real income in Japan is comparable to that of Britain or France, 
so the public is pretty content and the unemployment rate is less 
than 3.5%. So, there is not a lot of incentive to change things. 
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When Mr. Abe came to office, he announced that he wanted 
to make changes that would get the inflation rate positive and 
the growth rate higher. He appointed Mr. Kuroda as head of the 
Bank of Japan. He said he would have a strategy with 3 parts – 
one would be easier monetary policy under the Bank of Japan, 
the second one would be fiscal incentives, and the third would 
be structural reforms. 

Mr. Kuroda obliged by bringing down interest rates very 
sharply. That had the effect of causing the yen to fall. That raised 
the profits of Japanese exporters but it did not induce them to 
increase their exports to the rest of the world. So it did not have 
a positive impact on Japan’s growth rate and at the same time it 
increased the costs to Japanese households of imported products 
and that depressed economic activity. Mr. Kuroda has continued 
to promise that there will be higher inflation in the future. The 
public now thinks that there will be more than 2% inflation, but 
they have thought that for the last several years and yet it is not 
happening. I think the decision to go to a negative interest rate 
in Japan is hurting Japanese financial institutions, confusing the 
public, and not doing anything for aggregate demand. 

The second of the three arrows in the Abe strategy was the 
fiscal policy. He began with a fiscal stimulus that was then 
immediately offset by an increase in the value added tax from 5% 
to 8%, which pushed the Japanese economy into recession for 
two quarters in a row. So at this point, although I gather he has 
just decided to do some more fiscal stimulus in the coming year, 
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there is nothing significant coming from that source. 

Finally, there were the promises of structural reform. But 
here again, as far as I can see and talking to my Japanese friends 
when I go to Tokyo, there has been a very little achieved. There 
has been a small increase in the female labor force participation 
rate and there has been a big increase in the number of tourists 
coming to Japan to take advantage of the cheaper yen. There 
have been changes in agricultural policies but they are phased in 
over a very long period of time. What Japan needs is an increase 
in immigration to boost its population but there is a very strong 
aversion to increasing immigration. People are content with the 
high standard of living with a homogenous population and they 
do not want to change things. 

Looking forward, the big problem that Japan has is its 
enormous fiscal deficit. That is the one thing that cannot 
continue forever. With a deficit of more than 6% of GDP, there 
was a plan to raise the value added tax from 8% to 10% in April 
of 2017. But what I have just seen in the news from Tokyo, 
they have decided to postpone that, so maybe it will happen in 
2018 or maybe it will happen in 2019. But in the meantime, 
the deficit will stay very large and the debt to GDP ratio will 
continue to grow very rapidly. In summary, it is an economy 
that is very prosperous but that has a potential time bomb of 
growing deficits and debt for which they do not have a strategy.

The Chinese Economy
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When I was in China about a month ago and talked to key 
economic officials, I came away with a sense that they really 
have shifted their strategy. There really is a consensus that one of 
the things that they want to do is to move from what they call  
‘supply side reforms’ and they say to me, “Well, Mr. Feldstein, 
you were with President Reagan and those were great supply side 
reforms. Tell us about it.” That has nothing to do with supply 
side reforms in China. In the United States, it meant bringing 
down tax rates and providing incentives for individuals and for 
businesses and that was very successful. 

But in China supply side reforms means reducing the excess 
capacity in state owned enterprises (SOEs), particularly in heavy 
industry. The government has made a decision to start down 
that path. They have recognized and have said publicly that 
millions of people will be laid off in the process. It put money in 
the budget to deal with it. So I think they are testing the market, 
they are testing the politics, and they are testing the economics 
to see whether they can do that on a much larger scale. Because 
even the laying off of 4-5 million people – which is the numbers 
they talk about – sounds large. That is small relative to the excess 
capacity that exists in China. And there is clearly a tension 
between those who want to emphasize that and those who favor 
easing monetary and fiscal policies to stimulate the economy. I 
think we will see both of those happening. But I think there will 
be a definite emphasis on bringing down excess capacity. 

The Chinese officials also worry about the growth of bank 
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debt and non-performing loans (NPLs). Fortunately, my 
judgement is that the situation is very different from what 
happened in the Asian financial crisis with a lot of external debt 
and what has happened in the United States where the debt 
was mostly internal but was private debt. In China these are the 
debts of SOEs and local governments’ two state-owned banks. 
In the end, if it does not work out naturally, I think the central 
government will step in and absorb some of that excess debt and 
some of those losses. Fortunately, the level of the government 
debt in China relative to GDP is very low, well below 50%, so 
they have the fiscal capacity to do so.

Finally, let me share a word about the exchange rate policy in 
China. I think at best you would have to say what is happening 
there is very confusing. The RMB – the yuan – has been 
declining relative to the dollar and that has created problems 
for China and in Washington. But at the same time, on a trade-
weighted basis, the RMB has been rising; the currency has been 
strengthening. So the Chinese have said that they are going to 
manage the currency relative to a basket of currencies and that 
would mean giving them a scope to reduce the value of the 
RMB relative to a whole basket of currencies to become more 
competitive than they are today. 

But they do not want to say that publicly, so they talk just 
about the exchange rate between the RMB and the dollar 
because there is a fear that if they start talking about targeting 
the basket of currencies, that will be interpreted by the public 
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as a plan to reduce the value of the RMB and that will lead to 
increased capital flight. So they are caught trying to do one thing 
while talking about it in a different way. But if I have to bet on 
what is going to happen over the next year or two, I think there 
will be a small but gradual decline in the value of the RMB.

The Indian Economy

Finally, let me say a few words about India. India is doing very 
well. India is growing at about 7.5%. I pressed my Indian friends 
and the people I know inside the government of India, “Are 
those numbers real? Should we believe those?” They say, “Yes.” 
If they say it, I have to believe it. So, it is 7.5% real growth in 
India. At the macro level, I would say India is managing itself 
quite well. The inflation rate has come down to about 5% and 
the current account deficit is only about 1%. But what really 
matters for the long run in India is the structural policies. And 
there, unfortunately, they have not been doing very well. 

Mr. Modi, the head of the Indian government, has emphasized 
three kinds of policies. The first is a national goods and services 
tax, a kind of national value added tax, to replace the individual 
state by state taxes. That would be an important thing that will 
help their economy. So far, they have not been able to get it 
through the parliament because of the capability of the Congress 
party to block in the upper house. But they are just having 
an election now and will get the result later this week. And 
the optimists say that the Congress party will lose its blocking 
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capability and that even though the BJP, Mr. Modi’s party, will 
not have a majority in the upper house, they will have the ability 
to get legislation through. So, that will be a big positive and 
worth watching.

The other two reforms are less optimistic. Modi has talked 
about, correctly, the need for labor market reforms. If they are 
going to have a serious manufacturing economy, they are going 
to have to have reforms in the labor markets. But he has not 
been able to get the parliament to accept those reforms, even in 
his own party. So he has said, “We are going to leave it to the 
individual states.” The states will, if they want to attract, have 
to have more favorable labor market reforms and that will then, 
through a competitive process among the states, lead to gradual 
improvement in labor market policies. Well, I hope that works 
but so far it has not worked. So far, there has been one state that 
has done something, but only for very small businesses.

And finally, there is the land acquisition policy. That is an 
enormous barrier to any businesses that want to expand and 
want to move. Again, it is held up at the level of individual 
state. It is a very federal system in India. Again, Mr. Modi has 
said, “I have to leave that to the individual states.” When he was 
the chief minister of the state of Gujarat, he made important 
changes that attracted businesses to Gujarat and he said, “Why 
don’t the other chief ministers follow what we did?” Well, that 
would be a good idea but that has not happened yet. 
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On top of those things, I worry very much about primary 
education in India which is really something of a disaster. So 
there’s India doing very, very well. Higher real growth rate 
than any other large economy in the world and yet despite the 
increases in real incomes, the possibilities for doing much better 
are there if they can deal with these structural problems.
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If Donald Trump is elected as President, what is your 
expectation from the Trump presidency, particularly 

with regard to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)?

Both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump have 
spoken against TPP. In the case of Clinton, Sanders, 

her opponent, sort of pushed her into that position because 
he was speaking against it and so she wanted to take that issue 
off the table. So, she said that in its current form, she does not 
support TPP. My guess is that she becomes the next president 
of the United States. And if she does, there will be some small 
modifications in TPP necessary to get it through the Congress 
with her blessing. I think that is what will happen. We will see 
some very small technical changes that probably have little or 
no effect on Korea and she will support it. Then there is a pretty 
good chance that it will actually get enacted.

 Trump is a total wild card. We don’t know what he would do 
about this and we don’t know what he would do about anything 
else. So the question is, “Does he really stand a chance to get 
elected?” Well, we knew months ago he didn’t stand a chance 
to become the nominee and now it looks like he is going to be 
the nominee. What concerns me is not that he is very popular 
because he has support from maybe 30% of the voters but that 
Mrs. Clinton is very unpopular in her own party. Many of the 
people who supported Sanders, her lefter wing opponent, may 
decide to support Trump in the general election. That would be 
a terrible thing. But it shows that Trump has been very clever 
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not defining himself as left or right but as a man determined 
to make America great again. Well, it’s hard to be against doing 
that. So I think he will sweep up some of the disaffected votes 
that don’t like her. So I think that’s where the danger is. And if 
he becomes the President, in terms of US foreign policy, TPP is 
one of the less important risks that we face.

What I have been taught is in the US if the economy 
is good, the Democrats win and if the economy is bad, 

the Republicans win. I do not know whether that is true or not. 
I heard you saying five times, “the economy is good.” What is 
your prediction now for the election?

Democrats versus Republicans and good economy 
versus bad economy. I think that is too simple a picture 

of how the economy interacts. I think it depends on who is in 
office as well. But I think this is not an economy-driven election. 
What I know and what you all know now about the strength of 
the US economy is not shared by the American public and is not 
shared by the journalists, so we continue to hear how incomes 
have not risen for decades. It’s just false. It’s false because we 
measure it badly. Yet it appeals to people to say, “It’s very hard 
to know whether your income has improved or not.” But the 
idea that the average Americans income hasn’t, that things have 
not gotten substantially better in the last decade or two decades 
with all of the innovations, all of the new products and all of the 
quality change, is in my judgment nonsense. But I think people 
have been told by both sides, both political parties, that things 
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have not gotten better and I think that has contributed to the 
uncertainty of this outcome.   

Some people say if Trump becomes the president, 
he will be the last president of the US. It is going to 

be such a disaster. The first question is as you said, Trump is a 
wild card but some people say he is very shrewd, so whatever 
he says is just a tactic to win the votes. And he may not be as 
crazy as he sounds and as you mentioned, he intentionally does 
not define himself. Once he becomes the president, he may 
not be as crazy as he seems now. Second, the US has a well-
established checks and balances system as well as journalists, 
academics, etc. The system is going to work to check the 
damage. Thirdly, whether he becomes the president or not, the 
real problem seems to be there is anger or frustration against 
the elites or the establishments that they cannot do anything 
about the disappearing middle class. Some of them might be 
the measurement problem, as you mentioned. But the thing is 
people actually feel that way not just in the US but across the 
world. So, what should we do about this underlying problem of 
anger and frustration?  

Let me start with the middle class that seems to 
be falling in standard of living and so on. Again, it 

is a statistical artifact. It is not true. The real question is why 
the press which you said should be part of the checks and 
balances on irrational behavior does not see the facts. So the 
Congressional Budget Office, which is a very large statistical 
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agency, non-partisan that reports to the Congress, did a careful 
study on what has happened to middle income households, 
quite apart from what I said about the general mismanagement 
of real incomes. So, just taking official figures as they are, they 
said that if you look over the last roughly 20 years, middle 
income households, in terms of the cash money that they have 
received have seen a very small increase. If you take into account 
fringe benefits that they get from companies and the transfer 
payments that they get from the government, food stamps, 
housing subsidy, social security, and so on, their incomes have 
increased quite substantially. So this is not a secret. This is not 
the classified document. I have read it and written about it in 
the popular press to try to get an interest. But it is much easier 
to say the middle class has been beaten down, has not increased 
income, and so on. So it is serious problem. I suspect that is 
a problem in other countries as well. But I don’t know the 
data as much. I think somehow there has to be an improved 
understanding on the part of the politicians and on the part of 
the public if we are going to fix this.

The checks and balances is a very important point. That 
allows me to sleep at night. With respect to domestic policies, 
anything that requires legislation has to get through the 
House of Representatives. So it does not matter if it is Hillary 
Clinton trying to do very left wing things or a President Trump 
trying to do crazy things. If it has to get through the House 
of Representatives, it’s going to have to pass a Republican 
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barrier. I think bad things on the domestic side are not going 
to happen. There is a reasonably chance that if Hillary Clinton 
is president, she will not want to just sit there and accomplish 
nothing, hoping that she will be able to regain the House of 
Representatives in 2018. Instead, she will want to negotiate with 
the Republicans, and Paul Ryan likes to negotiate. The head 
of the Republicans in the House has worked with Democrats 
before, not with Obama, but with the Democrats in the 
Senate. I think that is more of a statement about Obama’s 
difficulty in negotiating. She is much more of a negotiator. 
We know that from her previous experience when she was a 
Senator. But the danger is on the foreign policy side where the 
president has much more discretion on the use of the military 
and everything else. As long as he does it within the existing 
budget, he doesn’t need a congressional approval. And that is 
what worries me.

The Korean government has been pushing for 
structural reforms. My view is that it has not been very 

successful so far. Interest rate is almost fixed and the asset prices 
are stable. The government is now considering a fiscal policy. 
Your observation or prospect on the Korean economy will be 
appreciated. 

I wish I knew more about the Korean economy. 
When I look at the aggregate performance numbers 

for the Korean economy, they look pretty good in comparison 
to other OECD countries in terms of fiscal deficit, inflation, 
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unemployment, and so on. But it’s always possible to do better 
and historically Korea has been such a super star in terms of 
real growth rates that no doubt better policies could lead to 
improvements. But I do not follow the Korean economy closely 
enough to really offer better comments.

I believe that Korea is in an extraordinary situation. 
For the first time perhaps in the last 40-50 years, the 

Korean economy is growing at a slower rate than the global 
economy. At the same time, Korea has suddenly become a 
country with too much money. During the next several decades, 
Korea will have so much domestic savings accumulated through 
the pensions system. The money needs to go overseas for 
investment, which requires a paradigm shift. 

The global average reflects large countries with low 
incomes. It reflects what is happening in India with a 

growth rate of 7.5% and China with a roughly 6% growth rate. 
Korea having had a great performance for decades now has a 
much higher level of income. So, I would not expect it to be 
able to grow in the same catch-up way that these other very poor 
countries are doing. So I don’t think that should be a worrying 
thing even though emotionally, psychologically it may be to a 
country that was accustomed to being right up there at the very 
top of the league tables.

I think diversifying the national savings is a very important 
point. Other countries have done that very explicitly. If you 
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look at the Scandinavian countries, they have pension funds 
which are explicitly internationalized. Rules say that they must 
invest abroad. I think just as for an individual it would be more 
prudent to diversify a portfolio away. I think diversification 
would be to Korea’s advantage. So let’s hope that happens.


